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aerofly fs2 is one of the best flight simulators out there, and
i really wish it had not been delayed. but you know, when it
comes to software, the best software usually takes a little
while to mature. this game is still in beta, and it is still in
development. everything works well. the planes will land
and take off. there is no complication with the 3d cockpit.
there is no problem with the airplane controls. there is no
problem with the flight controller. with all the bugs that

used to show up, they never show up again. i had to install
the old version of 3d cockpits, because the new ones are so

much better. i have modified aerofly to look like the old
version, but the compatibility is excellent. i have made, and

am making, some major changes to this simulator that
should make it even better. aerofly fs 2 is the best flight

simulator i have ever seen. after flying my first airplane, i
wanted more. i bought the second one that i could get. in a

few months, i bought a third. i flew them all. i love it. the
simulator was designed to scale the most complex aircraft

or helicopter realistically. the dynamic physics model
accurately reflects real-world flight characteristics,
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including aerodynamic drag, accelerations, pitch, yaw, roll,
and the dynamic forces of control surfaces. it also features

a realistic visual modeling of the aircraft cockpit and
avionics, and the ability to fly with or without an autopilot or

flight director. it supports up to 32-bit, directx 10 and
opengl 1.2 and later capable hardware, and runs on

windows xp, vista, 7, 8, and 10.
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aerofly fs 2 comes with a huge number of features,
including three different aircraft to use in the simulator (and

it has more on the way!). the fma f-18d hornet is a great
aircraft to take on your maiden flight. however, it is not
possible to use it in multiplayer as it uses thrustmaster-
based flight controls. this causes issues for other players

when using the same aircraft. in single player, it is possible
to use this aircraft in multiplayer, however, it is not possible

to save your flights in multiplayer. in order to save, you
must first start the multiplayer game and then return to the
single player game in order to load the saved data. with the

e-flite efo-5s, you have full control of the aircraft in the
simulator, including the ability to engage the e-flite

electronic flight aids. these include the e-flite airspeed
indicator and e-flite gps. with the e-flite efo-5s, you can
engage the e-flite efa-4, efa-5 and efa-8 side by side,

allowing you to use three different types of electronic flight
aids (efa) on the efo-5s. in fact, several of the planes i flew

in the simulator had the same cockpit as a plane i have
flown on the real aircraft (and even the same flight

controls). the screen shots at xplane.com are typically of
the commercial version with the instrument panel

simulating the instrument panel of the real plane. in this
case, this package is a good deal since it will be much less

expensive to develop a new instrument panel than to
develop a new cockpit and flight control system. in my

opinion, x-plane.com goes overboard with the freedom to
create in terms of scenery. their scenery is far better than
what you will find in any other simulator, ever. the scenery
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is fantastic and even goes well beyond what you would
expect from a free program. the plane flight models are
also very good. the sim has just enough options to fly

planes with many different landing gear configurations, and
it is easy to set up with the same restrictions as the real

aircraft. you can also create your own airports, and even do
away with the x-plane.com airport and replace it with your

own. the scenery at x-plane.com is also plentiful and
beautiful. you can even download free airports from x-

plane.com. however, the terrain in this sim is very simple.
the scenery is mostly flat without much variation and is
very easy to get lost in. however, this is one of the best-

looking free sims around. 5ec8ef588b
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